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MINESCAPE 6.0
Latest Software Update
MineScape 6.0 is the robust solution for integrated,
comprehensive geological modelling and mine
design. This major release is aimed at improving
overall performance and graphics, expanding big
data capabilities and revamping the user interface
and customer experience. Our goal is to make
MineScape as friendly and intuitive as possible to
facilitate productivity and streamline your business
processes.

What's New?
Enhanced performance and expanded big
data capability to meet the data handling
needs of the future.

Performance improvements with 2D and 3D
visualisations result in higher levels of
productivity and a better user experience.

MineScape 6.0 provides the most reliable support
for big data sets gathered with recent advances
in data collection technology, while at the same
time improving overall performance. It has a new,
state of the art graphics engine designed to
support, display and manipulate significantly
larger data sets than ever before and eliminates
the 2GB limitation to design files.

Plotting Updates: Plot Designer now produces
2D and 3D PDF WYSIWYG output with true colors
and significantly reduces file sizes in a fraction of
the time required in previous versions for faster
and simpler plot production and sharing.

A redesigned internal communications engine
provides faster internal data transfer between
MineScape’s back-end and the new graphics
engine which when combined, deliver dramatic
graphical performance enhancements with faster
visualisation rendering, anti-aliasing, natural and
directed lighting, and faster texturing.

CAD Updates: New CAD features include
dimensioning tools with snapping support,
flexible orientation grids, a new scale bar with
user customisation, new north arrow types with
user selection and customisation.
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Revamped user interface (UI) and user
experience that provides an easier to use and
easier to navigate product capability.

Ongoing MineScape product updates and
quality improvements.

New Start Page: The start page provides
access to product videos, MineScape news,
online help, tips of the day and more useful
information.

Ongoing Product Updates: We will
continuously deliver MineScape updates to
continue our commitment to product
development and innovation. You will receive a
notification from the system that delivers
information about the new update and then
review release notes prior to installing the
update to comprehensively understand exactly
what the update entails. The capability to
rollback to a previous version is also available.

New Properties Editor: The Properties Editor
displays file and design element attributes in a
simple to use and access panel.
New Explorer Enhancements: The Explorer
enhancements are designed to simplify and
logically order project entities.
New Quick Launch Toolbar: There is a Quick
Launch toolbar with user customisation
capabilities. This allows you to save your
preferences to personalise the user experience
to uniquely fit your needs and preferences.

BOOK
A DEMO
To book a free demo of
Datamine's MineScape, contact
your local Datamine office.

Continuous Product Quality Improvement:
MineScape offers customers new diagnostic
tools to self-diagnose any issues, as well as
reporting tools that help our support and R&D
teams to understand the underlying cause of
the issue in order to provide faster issue
resolution. This release has also received
extensive automated testing, regression testing
and personal testing by our consultants. It is the
most tested, stable and reliable release version
to date, and you can be sure to look forward to
future updates that will only build on what is
already an industry leading solution.
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